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Eye sequencing for all players 
ball…all attackers…setter…the attacker 

 
Blocking Options and Responsibilities 
 
Blocking Angles 

 Area blocking 
 Attack blocking 

 
Number of Blockers at the Point of Attack 

 At the pins 
 In the middle 

 
Commit or Read Block Rules on Quicker Attacks 
 
Situational Blocking Schemes—from Base 

 Wide 
 Pinch 
 Left pinch 
 Overload 
 Switch 

 
Other Blocking Thoughts 

 Soft block vs. penetration block 
 The THREAT of a block 
 Triple block 

 
Isolation Blocking Decisions—Know When It’s Likely to Happen!! 

 At the pins 
o Our right pin 
o Our left pin 

 Isolation blocking considerations in the middle 
o Angle of the attack 
o Watching them during warm-ups 
o Their demonstrated tendencies during a match 
o Following their failed attacking—stay down??? 
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o Big circle rule 
o Coach’s intuition 

 
Defending the Setter Attack—Train your “2nd Contact Defense” 

 Which of your front row defenders have/has the primary responsibility of defending the 
setter attacks…”I’ll block the setter attack!!” 

 Which of your back row defenders have/has the primary responsibility of handling setter 
attacks? 

 Does the setter do anything that will indicate where she will set? 
 Does the setter do anything to indicate she’s going to attack on 2? 
 Where are her attack tendencies? 

o End of long rallies 
o When she “needs” a point 
o After 1 or 2 attack errors 
o More often in certain rotations 

 
Defending 

 Hangers 
 Back row attacks 
 Down balls 
 Free ball reception 
 Crossing plays 

 
Reading Attackers 

 Angle of attack 
 Her plant 
 Ball is set outside the pin 
 Ball is set off the net 
 Attacker is pulled in  
 The set is tight to the block 
 Does she show tips/rolls early? 
 Watch pre-match warm-ups 

 
Back Row Thoughts 

 Commit after the ball is set? 
 Read after the ball is set? 
 One step commits before the ball is set on isolations?  
 Areas of responsibility 
 Balls between back row players 
 Balls between front and back row players 
 Receiving free balls 
 Taking free balls over—the “U”—do you practice it? 

Note the Opponent’s Attack Tendencies—Both Team & Individual 



 What are each player’s favorite shots? 
 Do they hit line or cross a lot at the antennae or do they just try to blast it through the 

block?  
 What do they like to do in the middle…high or quick? 
 Do they tip/roll a lot? 
 What do they do when they’re in trouble? 
 What do they do after an attack error? 
 What do they hit in warm-ups? 

 
Footwork Patterns 

 Lateral  
 Inside out 
 Outside in 

 
System Choices 

 
Man-Back Defenses 

 Perimeter 
 Rotation 

o Half 
o Full 
o Half and read 

 Slide/Counter-Rotational 
 
Man-Up or Rover 
 
What Each Defense Gives You Behind the Block 

 Perimeter 
o 3 deep diggers 
o 1 offside blocker 

 Rotation & Rover 
o 2 deep diggers 
o 1 player behind the block 
o 1 offside blocker 

 
Strengths of the Perimeter Defense 

 Gives you an additional deep digger and is the strongest defense against teams that 
swing predominately 

 Middle back doesn’t have to read too much and can often stay in “base” 
 A good defense for teams that can read tips/roll shots or deflections well and react 

 
 
 



 
Strengths of the Rotation Defense 

 Gives you a strong defense against tips/rolls/short deflections off the block 
 The offside blocker has fewer dig responsibilities and can transition to offense quicker 
 A bit easier for setter transition to offense unless you run a 4-2 (then all are the same) 
 The player behind the block can throw opponent’s tips/rolls/deflections to the opponent’s 

deep corners 
 
Strengths of the Rover Defense 

 All of the above for the rotation defense 
 The right and left backs have outside-in movements 
 Each deep digger has only one sideline to dig and a singular platform presentation 
 Effectively cuts down on setter dumps to the middle of the floor 
 Left and right backs are in the “quick hit seams” 
 Can hide a weak digger in the rover position when your setter is in the front row 
 The player behind the block can run “releases” if you setter is in the front row and you 

run a 5-1 offense 
 
Questions 

 In the perimeter defense does your line digger achieve enough depth to effectively dig the 
line? 

 When you setter is digging the deep sideline in the perimeter, does she have difficulty 
transitioning to offense when someone else digs the attack? 

 If you’re using a perimeter defense, are your players strong at reading and crashing on 
tips/rolls/deflections? 

 In perimeter and rotational defenses are your players effective in making inside-out 
reads/adjustments? 

 Can your block “protect” your middle back area? 
 Do your opponents hit a lot of off speed shots? 
 Do opposing setters dump balls to the middle of the floor? 
 Is a “release” beneficial? 
 The perimeter is your best defense if you only utilize one blocker at the point of attack or 

if your pin blocker isn’t effective protecting the middle back 
 
Beating the Perimeter Defense 

 Tip short sideline 
 Tip/roll middle of the court 
 Setter dumps to the middle of the court 
 Set quicker balls to the pins to beat the inside-out movements of the left and right backs 
 Hit the ball hard enough to defeat the digger or block 
 Hit sideline before sideline digger can back up 

 
 



 
Beating the Rotation Defense 

 Tip/roll mid-sideline  
 Tip/roll middle of the court 
 Setter dumps to the middle of the court 
 Hit quick sets down the sideline before the middle back can rotate sideline 
 Set quicker balls to the pins to beat the inside-out movements of the right and left backs 
 Hit the ball hard enough to defeat the digger or block 

 
Beating the Rover Defense 

 Tip/roll mid-sideline 
 Tip/roll middle of court 
 Setter dumps to the sideline 
 Hit the ball hard enough to defeat the digger or block 

 
 
 
  



The Rover Defense 
Rich Luenemann 
Washington University 
 
Key Points 
 

1. At the moment the ball is contacted by an opposing attacker at the pin, the rover defense 
assumes man back rotation similarities. 

 
2. The two deep back row players in the rover defense have outside-in and/or lateral 

movement/digging responsibilities as compared to the inside-out adjustments of man 
back systems. 
 

3. The rover defense allows for more specialization/ease in digging an opponent’s sideline 
attacks as compared to the man back systems. 
 

4. It’s relatively easy for the left and right backs to assume defensive position in the back 
row seams where middle attackers tend to hit most of their shots. 
 

5. If you’re running a 5-1 offense and your setter is in the front row, you can hide a weaker 
defensive player in the rover position. 
 

6. If the opponent is out of system, you can adjust to a perimeter defense to add an 
additional deep digger. 
 

7. The  player in the rover position can take an opponent’s tips/rolls/deflections off the 
block and immediately throw them to a deep corner of the opponent’s court while the 
opponent is covering the attack. 
 

8. Opponents are often trained to utilize particular shots against a man back defense and 
may attack or throw balls into the strength of the rover defense. 
 

9. If you’re running a 5-1 offense and your setter is in the front row, your rover can run 
“releases” in an attempt to influence the opposing middle blocker. 
 

10.  In the rover defense, the right back and left back defenders have more time to finalize 
their reads before they have to move to their final digging positions. 
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Washington University Volleyball 
Defending the Left Side Attack with the Rover Defense 
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IF WE BLOCK LINE 

 
-Right back watches for seam in block then 

moves to the position in her area of 
responsibility where she thinks the ball may 

go. 
 

-Left back digs crosscourt angle. 
 

-Rover moves back towards the block—her 
right foot in line with our middle’s left foot 
when she’s in her defensive position if the 

attacker tips to her or if she picks up a 
deflection from the block, she throws the 

ball to a corner. 
 

-Offside blocker moves to her defensive 
position…ready for a tight cross court cut 

shot, tips, and deflections. 

IF WE BLOCK CROSS 
 

-Our right back first reads seam. If the block 
is solid, it’s likely she’ll dig sideline unless 

she thinks there’s some way the attacker can 
get the ball OVER the block. 

 
-Left back digs crosscourt angle. 

 
-Rover has same responsibilities as though 

we’re blocking line. 
 

-Offside blocker has same responsibilities as 
though we’re blocking line. 
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Defending the Right Side Attack with the Rover Defense 
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- We’re going to give the attacker the line shot.  By doing so,  
we’ll limit the distance our middle has to travel to close the  
block, cutting down on the possibility of a seam in the block. 
 

- Our left back will probably move sideline, turn her body in,  
and dig line.  If she reads a hole in the block, she can dig  
seam if she anticipates that’s where the attacker will hit 
 

- Our right back digs crosscourt…also watches for a seam  
in the block 
 

- Our right side takes offside blocker responsibilities 
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Middle Isolation Rules with the Rover Defense 
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IF WE ISOLATE LEFT 
 

- Our right back knowing our middle is 
overplaying left, makes one step commit 

movement to HER right to dig the cut back 
shot. 

 
- If our left back doesn’t think our middle is 
“protecting” our left back well, she digs the 
corner. If our middle is overplaying well, the 

left back moves to the middle of the court. 
 

- Our OH will try to double. If she can’t get 
there, she pulls off quickly. 

 
- Our right side pulls off quickly. 

 
- Our rover balances the floor. 

 
 

IF WE ISOLATE RIGHT 
 

- Our left back knowing our middle is 
overplaying right, makes a one step commit 
movement to HER left to dig the shot to our 

left back. 
 

- If our right back doesn’t think our middle 
is “protecting” our right back well, she digs 
the corner. If our middle is overplaying well, 

the right back moves to the middle of the 
court. 

 
- Our OH, our right side, and the rover all 

have the same responsibilities. 
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Middle Blocker Isolation Rules 
Isolation blocking occurs when our blockers, for whatever reason, block one-on-one against an 
opponent.  Rather than block nose-to-nose, we chose to take a certain shot away by 
overplaying.  It’s critically important that our back row players know which isolation angle 
you’ll block so they can make appropriate adjustments to dig in the back row. 
 
We have four rules we follow to determine which angle we’ll block: 

1. Angle of Attack – our middle focuses on the opponent’s angle of attack and overplays 
that way 

a. For example, if the opposing middle is running a 1 using  a left-to-right approach, 
our middle would overplay towards the attackers right and PROTECT our left 
back.  See Diagram I. 

2. Wide Side of the Court – if the opponent attacks and she’s outside of the large basketball 
jump circle, move to the inside and protect the wide side of the court 

a. See Diagram II 
3. Attacker’s Tendencies – if a particular opponent shows a tendency to consistently hit the 

same angle, we’ll block that angle. 
a. For example, if she comes in for a 1 and always cuts the ball back to OUR right 

side, our middle blocker will overplay to the attacker’s left and protect our right 
back 

4. Coaches’ Intuition – Sometimes a coach has a strong feeling that an attacker will hit a 
certain angle and moves the blocker accordingly to block that angle. 

 

A general rule is—if our middle blocker overplays a particular angle and stuff blocks the ball, 

overplay the OTHER ANGLE the next time the SAME attacker hits the same set 

 

DIAGRAM I    DIAGRAM II  
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Our Right Side is Isolated One-on-One 
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- Our ride side has the responsibility to take away the crosscourt  
shot.  She should play well inside the attacker, In essence, she’s  
block the angle our middle would bock IF we were doubling. 

- Our middle tries to close.  If she can’t get there, she pulls off.   
- If she can’t get there, she MUST let the ride side know, so the right  

side will adjust (step inside) and block the crosscourt isolation angle 
- When our right backs reads the isolation, she moves to your right  

sideline to dig the cutback shot. 
- Our left back digs crosscourt. 
- Our rover moves to pick up tips or deflections. 
- Our OH pulls off the net hard 

 
The rover does not penetrate the 10’ line unless the ball is coming down inside the line! 
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Our Left Side is Isolated One-on-One 
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- Our left side has the responsibility to take away the crosscourt  
shot.  She should play well inside the attacker.  In essence, she’s 
 blocking the angle our middle would block IF we were doubling. 

- Our middle tries to close.  If she can’t get there, she pulls off.   
If she can’t get there, she MUST let the left side know, so the left  
side will adjust (step inside) and block the crosscourt isolation  
angle 

- When our left back reads the isolation, she immediately moves to  
our left sideline to dig the shot to our left back corner 

- Our right back digs crosscourt  
- Our rover moves to pick up tips or deflections  
- Our right side pulls off the net hard 

 
The rover does not penetrate the 10’ line unless the ball is coming down inside the line! 
  



Washington University Volleyball 
Opponents Defending a Left Side Attack 
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   MAN BACK HALF ROTATION    MAN BACK FULL ROTATION 
     …middle back stays in base    …middle back rotates sideline 
…offside blocker position may vary A    …offside blocker position may vary         A 

 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        MAN BACK PERIMETER                   MAN  BACK SLIDE 
               …line digger backs up           …offside blocker crashes 
     …offside blocker position may vary         …sideline digger backs up 
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Washington University Volleyball 
Opponents Defending a Right Side Attack 
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   MAN BACK HALF ROTATION  MAN BACK FULL ROTATION 
       …middle back stays in base      …middle back rotates sideline 
   …offside blocker position may vary         …offside blocker position may vary 
  A           A 

 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        MAN BACK PERIMETER                  MAN  BACK SLIDE 
               …line digger backs up          …offside blocker crashes 
      …offside blocker position may vary       …sideline digger backs up 
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